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Abstract: 
We build in this paper the algebra of q-deformed pseudo-differential operators shown to be an 
essential step towards setting a q-deformed integrability program. In fact, using the results of this 
q-deformed algebra, we derive the q-analogues of the generalized KdV hierarchy. We focus in 
particular on the first leading orders of this q-deformed hierarchy namely the q-KdV and q-
Boussinesq integrable systems. We present also the q-generalization of the conformal 
transformations of the currents 2, ≥nun  and discuss the primarity condition of the fields 
2, ≥nwn  by using the Volterra gauge group transformations for the q-covariant Lax operators. 
An induced su(n)-Toda(su(2)-Liouville) field theory construction is discussed and other 
important features are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
An interesting subject which have been studied recently from different point of views deals with 
the field of non-linear integrable systems and their various higher and lower spin extensions 
[1,2,3,4]. These are exactly solvable models exhibiting a very rich structure in lower dimensions 
and are involved in many areas of mathematical physics. One recalls for instance the two 
dimensional Toda (Liouville) fields theories [5,2] and the KdV and KP hierarchy models [1,2], 
both in the bosonic as well as in the supersymmetric case.  
Non linear integrable models are associated to systems of non-linear differential equations, which 
we can solve exactly. Mathematically these models have become more fascinating by introducing 
some new concepts such as the infinite dimensional Lie (super) algebras.[7], Kac-Moody 
algebras [8], W-algebras [3,4], quantum groups [9] and the theory of formal pseudo-differential 
operators [1,2,6]. Note by the way that techniques developed for the analysis of non-linear 
integrable systems and quantum groups can be used to understand many features appearing in 
various problems of theoretical physics [10,11].  
Recall that, since symmetries play an important role in physics; the principal task of quantum 
groups consist in extending these standard symmetries to the deformed ones, which might be 
used in physics as well. 
Motivated by the relevance of both the generalized integrable KdV hierarchies and quantum 
deformations, we focus in this work to present a systematic study of bidimensional q-deformed 
non-linear integrable models. We start then in section 2 by presenting the algebra of q-deformed 
pseudo-differential operators. This provides the basic ingredients, which we need in the q-
deformed integrability framework. Using these backgrounds, we will build, in section 3, the q-
analogues of the generalized KdV hierarchy. We will concentrate in particular on the first leading 
orders of this hierarchy namely the q-KdV and q-Boussinesq integrable systems. In section 4, we 
present the q-generalization of the conformal transformations of the currents u nn , ≥ 2  and 
discuss the primarity condition of the fields w nn , ≥ 2  by using the Volterra gauge group 
transformations for the q-covariant Lax operators. An induced su(n)-Toda(su(2)-Liouville) field 
theory construction is presented in section 5. Other important results and some useful formulas 
are reported in the appendices [A-E]. We complete this work by a conclusion.  
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2. The Algebra of q-Deformed Pseudo-Differential Operators 
We start in this section from the well known q-deformed derivation law, 
∂∂ qzz += 1 [9] and derive the q-analogue of the Leibnitz rule for both local and non-
local differential operators. This result, which gives naturally the algebra of q-deformed 
(pseudo)-differential operators, will provide a way for generating a hierarchy of q-
deformed Lax evolution equations.  
2.1 The ring of q-"analytic" currents 
To start let us precise that the deformation parameter q we consider in this study is assumed to be, 
a non-vanishing positive number
2
. Consider then the following q-deformed derivation rule [9] 
∂ ∂z qz= +1          (2.1) 
where the symbol     ∂ stands for the q-derivative    ) 
z
( q∂
∂
=≡∂ q∂ . 
As we already know, "conserved" currents are ingredients that we need highly in the programs of 
non-linear integrable models and two-dimensional conformal field theory building. As we are 
interested in the present study to set-up the basic tools towards extending such programs to q-
analogue ones, we will try to describe first the ring of arbitrary q-"analytic" fields which we 
denote by R. Following the analysis developed in[6], this space describes a tensor algebra of 
fields of arbitrary conformal spin. This is a completely reducible infinite dimensional SO(2) 
Lorentz representation (module) that can be decomposed as 
R R
k z
k= ⊕
∈
( , )0 0
  ,     (2.2) 
where   )0,0( kRRk = are one dimensional spin k-irreducible modules generated by the q-"analytic" 
fields u zk ( ) of «conformal» spin k∈Z. The upper indices (0,0) carried by R and that we shall 
drop whenever no confusion can arise, are special values of general indices (r,s) introduced in [6] 
and referring to the lowest and highest degrees of some pseudo-differential operators. 
Inspiring from the derivation law Eq(2.1), we introduce in this ring a q-deformed derivative 
q∂≡∂  satisfying  
∂ ∂u z u z q u zk k
k
k( ) ' ( ) ( )= +    (2.3) 
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with q q= −1 and u
u
z
k
k
q' ( )=
∂
∂
 stands for the standard prime derivative. Note by the way, the 
important fact, that we have to distinguish between the prime derivative )(' kk uu ∂= and the 
operator derivative ∂+∂=∂ kkkk uquu )(  Eq(2.3). To illustrate what does it means, consider the 
following examples 
1. 0,)( ≥=
−
kzzu k
k
.    
For this choice of the field )(zu
k−
, we derive the following expression  
 1
1
0
' )()()( −
−
=
− ∑= k
k
i
i
k zqzu  ,   (2.4) 
as we can easily check by proceeding with the first leading terms k=0,1,2,… 
Indeed, for k=0, 0)()'( 0 =zu  and for k=1 we have zu ≡−1 and by virtue of Eq(2.1) we have 
1                             
                             
)()()'(
1
1
1
111
=
∂−∂=
∂−∂=∂≡
−
−
−
−−−
zqz
uquuzu
    (2.5) 
which we can derive also from Eq(2.4), with qq =−1 . The non trivial case is given by k=2, such 
that 22 zu ≡− , we have 
zq
zqzqzq
uqzuzu
)1(                             
)1(                             
)()()'(
2222
2
22
22
+=
∂−∂++=
∂−∂=∂≡
−
−
−
−−
    (2.6) 
which can also easily seen from Eq(2.4). These first leading cases, show then clearly from where 
the prime derivative formula Eq(2.4) comes from.  
The total Leibnitz derivative applied to 0,)( ≥=
−
kzzu k
k
 is simply derived using successive 
action of the deformed q-derivative q∂≡∂ . We find 
∂+=∂ −
−
=
∑ kkk
k
i
ik zqzqz 1
1
0
)( ,   (2.7) 
                                                                                                                                                                                            
2
  This means that q ∈ R*. However if we suppose that q∈ C, then we shall impose for q to differ from the k-th root 
of unity i.e q
k≠1 as we will show for example in Eqs(2.7,8). This requirement is justified by our need of consistency 
when we go to the standard limit q = 1. 
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which justify, in some sense, the consistency of Eq.(2.4) in describing the "conformal spin" 
content of the analytic fields )(zuk . Setting k=1, one recovers in a natural way, the standard 
relation Eq(2.1) just by setting k=1. The second example we consider is 
2. 1,)( ≥= − kzzu kk ,    
Corresponding relations are computed in the same way. We find 
 ∂+−=∂ −−−
=
− ∑ kkk
k
i
ik zqzqz 1
1
)(  ,   (2.8) 
which reduces to  
∂+−=∂ −−− 121 zqzqz         (2.9) 
upon setting  k=1. 
Now having introduced the ring R, of analytic q-deformed currents, and show how the q-
deformed derivative acts on; we are now in position to introduce the space of q-deformed 
(pseudo)-differential operators.  
2.2 The space of q-deformed Lax operators 
 Let Ξ
sr
m
),(
 denote the space of q-deformed local differential operators, labelled by three 
quantum numbers m, r and s defining respectively the conformal spin, the lowest and the highest 
degrees. Typical elements of this space, are given by  
  ,,,)(    ZmsrzuL i
s
ri
imm ∈∂= ∑
=
−
 .   (2.10) 
The symbol    ∂  stands for the q-derivative and )(zu im−  are analytic fields of conformal spin (m-
i). The space Ξ
sr
m
),(
 behaves then as a (1+s-r)-dimensional space generated by ( ) m
sr
m LL ≡
,  and 
whose space decomposition, is given by the linear sum 
 ΞΞ
(i,i)
m
s
ri
(r,s)
m ⊕
=
=  ,    (2.11) 
with  
 R im
(i,i)
mΞ ∂⊗=      (2.12) 
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A special example of the space Ξ
sr
m
),(
 is given by Ξ≡ )0,0(mmR Eq(2.2), the set of analytic fields 
u zm ( )  introduced previously and ∂ ∂i qi≡  is the i-th q-derivative . A natural example of Eq 
(2.10), is given by the q-deformed Hill operator, 
)(2
2
2 zuL +∂=  ,                                                               (2.13) 
which will play an important role in the study of the q-deformed KdV equation and the associated 
"conformal" q- Liouville field theory. 
A result concerning the algebra 
m
r s( , )Ξ  is the derivation of the q-Leibnitz rule for local q-
differential operators. Focussing to derive the general formula, let us start first by examining the 
first leading orders. Iteration processing applied to Eq (2.3) gives the following relations 
....
11
1
3322223
222
∂+∂+++∂+++=∂
∂+∂++=∂
∂+=∂
(z)uq(z))u'qq(q(z))u''qq(q(z)u'''(z)u
(z)uq(z))u'q(q(z)u''(z)u
(z)uq(z)u'(z)u
k
k
k
k
k
k
kk
k
k
k
k
kk
k
k
kk
 .(2.14) 
The crucial point was the observation that
3
, these higher first order derivations formulas can be 
summarised into the following general Leibnitz rule 
0,)()()( )(
0
)( ≥∂=∂ −
=
−∑ pzuqqzu jpjkjp
p
j
kjp
k
p χ   ,     (2.15a) 
where )(qjpχ  are q-coefficient functions that we have introduced such that 
1)()(0 == qq ppp χχ      (2.15b) 
and 
 
......
..........
      
1)(
1
1
1
0
11
21
21
3
321
1
21
1
2
21
11
1
1
0
)1(1
0
1
0
)(
))(1(
0
23
)1(
0
1
0
3
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
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+
+
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=
−
−−
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−−
=
−−−−−
=
−
=
−
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=
−
=
−−
=
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−
=
−
=
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i
i
jp
jpmj
m
mjpmj
m
j
m
jjp
mmj
m
mmm
mj
m
j
m
j
mj
m
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j
m
j
j
m
mjj
p
qq
qq
qqqqq
β
ββ
χ
           (2.15.c)  
                                                           
3
 This observation was possible after performing several non trivial algebraic manipulations towards wrting 
Eqs(2.14) into a compact form. 
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for  .11 −≤≤ pj  Some remarks are in order: 
1. From the q-Leibnitz rule Eq(2.15a), one can deduce the q-analogue of the standard binomial 
coefficients
j
pc as follows: 
1)(
)(00
=→
≡→
qc
qqqc
p
p
qp
p
pk
p
pkq
p
χ
χ
     (2.16a) 
and for 11  −≤≤ pj  
)()( qqc jp
kjpqj
p χ−→       (2.16b) 
 
2. Setting q=1, the local Leibnitz rule Eq(2.15a), reduces naturally to the standard derivation law: 
0,)()( )(
0
≥∂=∂ −
=
∑ pzuczu jpjk
p
j
j
pk
p
  ,     (2.17a) 
giving rise to the following useful relations  
1)1(
1)1( 0
0
==
==
p
p
p
p
p
p
c
c
χ
χ
     (2.17b)  
and for 1 1≤ ≤ −j p   
1.....................                       
1      +                      
)1(
1
1
0
1
21
21
3
1
21
1
1
0
1
0
)1(
0
)1(
0
1
0
2
)1(
1
∑∑∑
∑∑∑
∑
++
==
−−
=
=−
−−
−−
=
−
=
−−−
=
−−
=
−
=
+
++
jp
i
jp
j
m
mj
m
j
m
mmj
m
mj
m
j
m
j
p
j
p
jj
jc χ
    (2.17c) 
3. As we can easily check, Eq(2.15c) is a sum of (p-j+1) objects starting from the value 1 which 
corresponds to set (j=p) with zero summation. In each term of the remaining (p-j) objects, we have a 
product of (n) summation ∑∑∑
=== 000
.....
21 nmmm
 with jpn −≤≤1 . This structure is useful in the standard 
limit q=1, recovering then the explicit form Eq(2.17c) of the well known binomial coefficient 
!)!(
!
jjp
p
c
j
p
−
=  
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Moreover, Eq.(2.10) which is well defined, for local differential operators with s r≥ ≥ 0 , may be 
extended the negative integers(non local ones) by introducing q-deformed pseudo-differential 
operators of the type ∂q p− ,  p ≥ 1,  whose action on the fields u zk ( )  of conformal spin k Z∈  is 
constrained to satisfy: 
)()()( zuzuzu kk
pp
k
pp
=∂∂=∂∂ −−            .                                      (2.18) 
Following the same analysis developed previously, we derive the following formulas 
∂ ∂−
=
∞ + +
+
− −
= −∑1
0
1
1
2 1u z q u zk
i
i
k i
i i
k
i i( ) ( ) ( )
( ( )
( )
)
( )        
,)()()(
,)()()()(
3)(
]
2
)1(
)3([
0
3
2)(
0
]
2
)1(
)2([
0
2
21
1
0201
ii
k
jj
j
j
i
j
ii
ik
i
i
k
ii
k
j
i
j
ii
ik
i
i
k
uqqzu
zuqqzu
−−+
+
++∞
=
−
−−
=
+
++∞
=
−
∂−=∂
∂−=∂
∑∑∑
∑∑
==
             (2.19) 
   … 
From these first leading formulas, we extract the following non-local Leibnitz rule 
ipi
k
jj
j
j
j
i
j
ii
pik
i
i
k
p zuqqzu
p
m
mp
p
−−
+
++∞
=
− ∂
∑
−=∂
−
=
−
=−==
∑∑∑∑ )(].......[)()( )(
]
2
)1(
)([
0
1
1
2
01
1
0201
  (2.20) 
Here also we remark that, for a fixed value of p ≥ 1,  we have a q-deformed binomial coefficient 
given by a product of (p-1)-summation 
m mp1 10 0= =
∑ ∑
−
..... .  Setting q=1 one recovers the standard 
Leibnitz rule for non local differential operators namely; 
1)(
0
1
)()( −−
=
−+
− ∑ −= pik
p
i
i
pi
i
k
p
uzu C ∂∂       ,                                     (2.21) 
for p ≥ 1, with the identity relation, 
1.....
2
01
1
21 00
1 ∑∑∑
−
=−
==
−+
=
p
p
j
j
j
j
i
j
i
piC                                                      (2.22) 
coinciding exactly with χi pi+ −1 1( )  as we can easily learn from Eq.(2.17b). Other important results 
are reported in the appendix A. 
Up to now, we have introduced the ring R of analytic functions and construct the space of 
arbitrary q-deformed Lax operators by deriving the generalized q-Leibnitz rules. Next task is to 
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see how we can apply the obtained results, to study some important features of non-linear 
integrable systems and conformal symmetry. Special examples namely, the Liouville field theory 
and the KdV equation, as well as their extensions will be considered.  
3-Generalized q-Deformed KdV hierarchy: 
 We propose in this section to apply the results found previously to build the q-analogues 
of the KdV-hierarchy systems. We will consider in particular the first leading orders of this 
hierarchy namely the KdV and Boussinesq integrable systems.  
Let us consider the q-deformed KdV Lax operator 
                       2
2
2 UL += ∂   ,       (3.1)  
which belongs to the coset space )1,1(
2
)2,0(
2
Ξ
Ξ
, for which we have 0 and 1 10 == uu . As known 
from standard references in non-linear integrable models [1,2], we can set by analogy 
[ ]
qn
n
LH
t
L
212
12
2 ,+
+
=
∂
∂
     (3.2) 
which gives the n-th evolution equation of the q-deformed KdV -hierarchy with  
                         
+
+
+ 







=
2
12
212
n
n LH  .      (3.3) 
The index + in Eq(3.3), stands for the local part of the deformed pseudo-differential operator 
2
12
2
+n
L  defined as  
                         
n
n
LLL 2
2
1
2
2
12
2 =
+
    .       (3.4) 
2
1
2L  is just the half power of the q-KdV Lax operator introduced in Eq(3.1). It describes a  
q-deformed pseudo-differential operator of dimension 1
2
1
2 =× . The non linear q-deformed 
pseudo-differential operator 2
12
2
+n
L  is just the (2n+1)-th power of 2
1
2L . The standard method used 
to construct such kinds of operators can be found in one of the references cited in [1]. To work 
out explicitly 12 +nH  we need first to compute 
2
1
2L . Using dimensional arguments we assume that 
2
1
2L  takes the following form 
 10 
          ........))()(()()(
32
2
"
2
2'
2
1
2
2
1
+∂−+∂+∂+∂= −−− uqduqcuqbuqaL2   (3.5) 
where the first leading coefficients a, b, c and d are required to satisfy 
2
1
2
2
1
22 LLL =  .   (3.6) 
Using this requirement, we find explicitly  
 )1()1(
)(
)1)(1)(1(
1
)(
)1)(1(
1
)(
1
1
)(
4
2
2
2
432
23
2
qq
q
qd
qqq
qc
qq
qb
q
qa
++
=
+++
=
++
−
=
+
=
     (3.7) 
Later on, we will introduce the dot on the analytic fields 2
⋅
u to describe the derivation with 
respect to time coordinates while the prime derivative is already introduced in Eq(2.3) to denote 
the derivation with respect to the space variable z. 
Furthermore, the bracket introduced in Eq(3.2) is nothing but the q-deformed commutator, which 
we define as 
[ ] nmgnmnfm
q
mn
fgqgfqgf ∂∂−∂∂=∂∂ ~
~
,     (3.8) 
where f and g  are two arbitrary functions of conformal spin f
~
and g~ .  
Setting n=0, Eq(3.2) becomes 
 [ ]
q
LH
t
L
21
1
2 ,=
∂
∂
      (3.9) 
where ∂== +)( 2
1
21 LH . We show also that Eq(3.9) corresponds simply to the chiral wave 
equation, 
u u
.
'
2 2=        (3.10) 
which means the equality of dimensions [ ] [ ]t z1 = . For n=1, one have 
 [ ]
q
LL
t
L
2
2/3
2
3
2 ,)( +=∂
∂
      (3.11) 
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where +)(
2
3
2L , explicitly given by 
'
22
232
3
2 ))(1())(()( uqbuqaqL ++∂++∂=+ ,   (3.12) 
is the q-deformed Hamiltonian operator associated with the q-Virasoro algebra. 
Injecting this expression into Eq(3.11) we can extract a non linear differential equation giving the 
evolution of the q-spin two current 2u , once some easy algebraic manipulations are done. Indeed, 
identifying the r.h.s. and l.h.s. terms of Eq(3.11), we shall impose for some terms of the r.h.s to 
vanish. We obtain then the following differential equation 
'''
2
'
222 )()( uqBuuqAu +=  ,   (3.13) 
where A(q) and B(q) are two constrained, q-dependent coefficients functions, which can be 
determined by a require of consistency. Simple computations lead then to  
2
2
2
4
)1(
1
)(
1
1
)(
+
++
−=
+
++
=
q
qq
qB
q
qq
qA
 ,   (3.14) 
This non-linear differential equation is nothing but the q-deformed KdV system.  
 '''
2
2
'
222
4
2
.
2)1(
1
)
1
1
( u
q
qq
uu
q
qq
u
+
++
−
+
++
=    (3.15) 
which coincides in the classical limit with the well known KdV integrable system [1, A. Das] 
'''
2
'
222
4
3
2
3
uuuu −=  ,   (3.16) 
and associated to the Hamiltonian differential operator 
( )
'
L2 u u
3 2 3 3
2 2
3
4 2+ = + +∂ ∂    (3.17) 
The same computations hold for the q-deformed Boussinesq equation. For more details 
concerning the results obtained for this system, we refer to appendix B. Note finally that the 
deformed KdV hierarchy discussed in this paper is based on the structure of the algebra of q-
pseudo-differential operators as described previously. Other q-deformation of this hierarchy are 
also possible, as an example we refer the reader to following paper[13] 
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4- Conformal Transformations and q-W Currents: 
We start this section by presenting the conformal transformation of the spin two current u z2 ( )  
of the q-KdV hierarchy and give later the general relations for the higher spin conformal currents 
u zn ( ) , n ≥ 2 . We discuss also the primarity condition of the fields w nn , ≥ 2  by using the 
Volterra gauge group transformations for the q- covariant Lax operators. 
4.1 q-generalized conformal transformations 
Let 
2
2
2 uL += ∂        (4.1) 
be the Lax operator of the q-KdV hierarchy discussed in section 3. Now we want to show how 
the spin 2 conformal current )(2 zu  transform under a conformal transformation:  
).(~ zfzz =→       (4.2) 
Under such a transformation, we assume that the q-deformed KdV Lax operator Eq(4.1) 
transform as [2,12] : 
                ( ) ( ) 212223222 )()(~~))(( ψψ zuLzuLzuL −=→    (4.3) 
where .~z
z
∂
∂ψ =  The choice of ψ - powers in Eq(4.3) is dictated by the fact that ))((2 zuL  maps 
densities of degree )21(−  to densities of degree )
2
3(+  . We have 
ψ∂∂∂ =→ ~  ,      (4.4) 
which imply  
22'2~ ∂ψ∂ψψ∂ +=  .   (4.5) 
Using straightforward computations, we find 
( ) 





−++++= 2'"2
2'222
1
2
2
3
)(
2
1
2
1
1
2
1 ψψψψ∂ψψ∂ψψψ quqL  ,   (4.6) 
from which we can easily derive the following result. 
2
'2
2
~~
2
1~
))~(~(
~
u
q
zuL +
−
+= ∂ψ∂  .    (4.7) 
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This shows clearly, how the conformal transformation violates the standard covariantisation 
property in the case of q-Lax operators. However, for q=1, we recover this property naturally, 
since the coefficient term of 
~∂  in Eq(4.7) vanishes as is proportional to 
2
1−q
 .  
Using the identification Eq(4.7), we obtain the following conformal transformation for the field 
( )u z2  
( ) ( ) ( )( ).,
2
1~~ 2
2
2
2 2
ψψ qSzuzu u−= −      (4.8) 
where we denote by ),()2(
2
ψqS
u
 the q-Shwarzian derivative associated with the current u2 and 
defined as : 
),()2(
2
ψqS
u
= 2
'''
)(
2
1
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
q− .    (4.9) 
The upper index (2) in ( )2
2u
S  stands for the order of the q-KdV hierarchy 
Furthermore, Eq(4.8) shows that )(2 zu  transform, as a field of conformal spin two, up to an 
anomalous term ),()2(
2
ψqS
u
 exactly like the energy momentum tensor of two dimensional 
conformal fields theories. 
The second example we consider is the q-Boussinesq hierarchy associated with the q-deformed 
Lax operator 
    32
3
323 ),( uuuuL ++= ∂∂    .     (4.10) 
Similarly; the conformal transformation Eq(4.2) imply in this case 
ψψ ),()~,~(~),( 3232323323 uuLuuLuuL =→      ,                       (4.11) 
leading to the following result 
{ } ,'''2'223332''222'223332 )1()1( ψψψψψ∂ψψψ∂ψψ∂ψψψ ++++++= ++++ uuuL qqqq   (4.12) 
with 
32
2'
2
3
323
~~~~)1(
~
)~,~(
~
uuquuL ++−+= ∂∂ψ∂   .    (4.13) 
Using again the identification Eq(4.11), we obtain the following results 
  
)(),(~~
)(),(~
)3(
2
'
3
3
3
)3(
2
2
2
2
2
bqSuuu
aqSuu
u
u
ψ
ψ
ψψ
ψψ
+−=
+=
−
−
   (4.14) 
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where  S
u2
3( ) and S
u
(3)
3
 are the q-Shwarzian derivatives associated respectively with the conformal 
u2 and u3 . They are given by 
.),(),(
)1()(),(
)3(
''''
)3(
''
2
'
2)3(
23
2
ψψ
ψ
ψ
ψψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψψ
qSqS
qqqqS
uu
u
+=
+−=
 .    (4.15) 
Note by the way that S
u2
3( ) and S
u
(3)
3
 are shown to relate as follows 
 ∂S q q
u u2 3
3 31 0( ) ( )( )S+ + =         .            (4.16)  
As suspected for q=1, one find the standard formulas given by [2,12] 
( )( )
( )( ),,1~~
,1~
3
23
'
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
ψ
ψ
ψψ
ψψ
u
u
Suuu
Suu
−−=
−=
−
−
    (4.17) 
with 
,),1(),1(
2)(),1(
)3(
''''
)3(
''
2
'
)3(
23
2
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψψ
ψ
ψ
ψ
ψψ
uu
u
SS
S
+=
−=
           (4.18) 
and  
02 )3()3(
32
=+ uu SS∂       (4.19) 
The presence of the anomalous term in Eq(4.14.b) can be removed away by a convenient basis 
choice namely the primary basis which we will discuss later on. 
Having given explicitly the conformal transformation of the currents u 2  and u 3  of conformal 
spin 2 and 3, now we focus to generalize these results to higher conformal spin currents ( )u zn , 
n=2, 3... 
Let  
[ ] ,2
0
i
n
i
in
n
n uuL ∂+∂= ∑
−
=
−
     (4.20) 
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be the higher order Lax operator involving (n-1) conformal currents with u0 1=  and u1 0=  and 
where ∂ ∂= q . Under the conformal transformation Eq(4.2); this Lax operator is assumed to 
transform as : 
                           [ ] [ ] [ ] 2121~~ −+=→ nn
n
nn uLuLuL ψψ     .    (4.21) 
Similarly to the previous study; the structure of the Lax operator [ ]L un  Eq(4.20) is broken under 
the conformal transformation, we find in general  
                           [ ] in
i
in
nn
n uAuL ∂∂ψ
~~~~~~
2
0
1' ∑
−
=
−
− ++∂=      (4.22) 
where A is an arbitrary Lorentz scalar function which we will precise. 
To determine 
~
Ln , we need to compute explicitly 
~∂n . Starting from Eq(4.4) and using simply 
algebraic manipulation, we find the following results: 
                           i
n
i
n
i
n M ∂∂ ∑
=
=
1
~
    ,      (4.23) 
where M i
n ; are functions of conformal spin (n-i), which we can summarise as follows  
( )[ ] 12        ,
M 
11
1
1
11
−≤≤−−−
−
−
∂+=
∂=
=
ni
n
i
inn
i
n
i
nn
nn
n
MqMM
M
M
ψ
ψ
ψ
 .   (4.24) 
Substituting these relations into Eq(4.22) we find  
in
n
i
in MAXL
−
=
∑= ∂ψ ),,(
~
0
    ,   (4.25) 
where 
jn
in
i
j
ji MuMAX
−
−
=
∑=
0
~),,( ψ   .   (4.26) 
 
In the other hand; simply algebraic calculations show that the r.h.s. of Eq(4.21 ) lead to 
[ ] innj ijnji
i
j
n
i
nn
n
n
qXuuL −
−
+−−
==
+−+








= ∑∑ ∂ψψψψ )()( 2
1
00
2
1
2
1
2
1
  ,  (4.27) 
Identifying then Eq(4.25) with Eq(4.27) we find: 
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MqqA 1
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1
2
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'
1
)()(),( ψψχ
ψ
ψψ  , (4.28) 
with  
 
,1
)(
0
1
0
1
==
= ∑
−
=
n
nn
i
n
i
n qq
χχ
χ
    (4.29) 
and 
[ ] } nij
n
j
jinji
n
jn
in
i
j
j
n
in
n
i quMuMu ≤≤
−
+−−
+
−
−
=
−
−



−+= ∑ 0for  )()(~ )(2
1
2
1
1
ψχψψ   . (4.30) 
We show then clearly how transform the conformal currents 2, ≥iui  under Eq(4.2). The first 
thing we learn from these results is the dependence on the q-parameter, which once it coincides 
with q=1 lead to the standard formulas. To illustrate the obtained results; we consider two 
particular examples discussed previously, namely the q-KdV and q-Boussinesq integrable models 
described respectively by L2(u) and L3(u). 
The former is easily obtained by setting n=2 into the Eqs(4.28-30) which recover Eqs(4.8-9) 
exactly with  
                               A
q
=
− 1
2
.        (4.31) 
Similarly; Eqs(4.14-15) are obtained by setting  n=3 Eqs(4.27-28) with  
A q= −2 1.       (4.32) 
4.2 Volterra gauge group transformation and q-W-currents: 
In the framework to generalize the conformal transformations to the q-deformed case, we found, 
in addition to new features, the presence of anomalous terms at the level of the conformal current 
nuuu ..., 43  Eq(3.30). 
Our idea is to consider a Volterra gauge group transformation associated to an «orbit» in which 
no such anomalous terms can appear. We start first by recalling the Volterra gauge group 
symmetry. This is a symmetry group whose typical elements are given by the Lorentz scalar q-
pseudo-differential operators [14] 
[ ] ∑
≥
−∂+=
1
)(1
i
i
i zaaK  ,    (4.33) 
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where )(zai  are arbitrary analytic functions of conformal spin ,...3,2,1=i  These functions; to 
which we shall refer hereafter to as the Volterra gauge parameters, can be expressed in term of 
the residue operation as  
=)(zai Res ( )1)( −∂ iaK     ,    (4.34a) 
where  
Res 0,1+=∂ ii δ ,     (4.34b) 
and for a given function f(z), we recall that we have Eq(2.3) 
∂+=∂ )()()(
~
' zfqzfzf f     (4.35) 
Next, we will apply this Volterra gauge group symmetry to the algebra of q-Lax operators 
Eq(4.20) via the following relation 
)()()()()( 1 aKuLaKwLuL nnn
−
=→    (4.36) 
where L wn ( )  is the transform of L un ( )  under the Volterra group action with ),( uaww =  is a 
function which depends on the Volterra parameter a i  and the u-fields. Moreover, Eq(4.36) shows 
that the u-currents may be expressed completely in terms of the Volterra gauge parameters a i  
and their k-th derivatives. However solving Eq(4.36); one find that the new fields w i  are 
polynomials in the old u-fields and the Volterra parameters and their derivatives. 
Making appropriate choices of the Volterra parameters dictated by the primarity condition, the w-
fields can then be expressed in terms of the u-fields exactly as do the primary w-currents which 
satisfy [12]  
)~(~)( zwzw s
s
s
−
=ψ      (4.37) 
To illustrate how things work, let us focus to solve Eq(4.36) for the special case n=3 . We have 
                   L u u u3
3
2 3( ) = + +∂ ∂    ,    (4.38) 
describing the Lax operator of the q-Boussinesq integrable system. Applying the Volterra gauge 
group symmetry Eq(4.36) to Eq(4.38), by identifying 
,)()()()( 33 aKuLwLaK =     (4.39) 
we find after straightforward algebraic calculations the following formulas for the first 
parameters 4321 ,,, aaaa  
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We show also that the remaining Volterra parameters a j , j ≥ 2  are constrained to satisfy: 
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Consequently, we learn from Eq(4.40) that the spin one Volterra gauge parameter a1 vanishes 
naturally for an arbitrary values of the parameter q. This lead to set 
)(       )()1(
)1()1(
)(     )1()1(
)(                          )1(
)(                                  0           
22
2'
1
'
3
26
"
2
22
32
4
4
9
'
2
24
333
9
222
6
1
duaqaaqqq
aqqqwaqaq
caqqqwuaq
bwuaq
aa
+−++−
++−=−
+++−=−
−=−
=
  ,  (4.42) 
 
with the constraints Eqs(4.41). Note by the way that when q=1, one recover, from Eqs(4.42), a 
Volterra gauge orbit }{1 iq aK = in which the iw -fields are seen as primary currents [14]. 
Actually, our principal task is to make an appropriate choice on the Volterra parameters ai such 
that wi become primary conformal currents satisfying Eq(4.37). Recall also that, in the classical 
limit, the analytic field 2u  behaves as a spin 2-field of 2d conformal field theory coinciding with 
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the 2w  current. Similarly, in the deformed case; we can require for w2 to be proportional to u2, 
which leads from Eq(4.42.b) to set 
22 ua δ=    ,    (4.43) 
where δ is an arbitrary constant for the moment. We have then  
))1(1(
6
22 quw −−= δ  .   (4.44) 
Plaguing Eq(4.43) into Eq(4.42.c); we obtain 
a u u3 1 3 2 2= +β β '    ,    (4.45) 
where β1 and β2 are for instance arbitrary constants which can be fixed.  
The resulting expression for the q-deformed w-current of spin 3 is 
[ ] [ ])1()1()1(1 9224'21933 −++++−+= qqqququw βδβ  , (4.46) 
with the constraints equation Eq(4.41) giving the remaining Volterra parameters aj, j≥5. 
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Now, let us consider a conformal transformation of the spin -3 w-current Eq(4.46), we find: 
    33
3
3
~ yww +=ψ      (4.48) 
where y3 is a function of conformal spin 3 given by 
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Imposing the primarity condition Eq(4.37) imply the vanishing of y3 from which one can derive a 
solution for the constants δ β β( ), ( )q q (q) and  1 2  which are required to coincide in the classical 
limit with δ β β( ) / , ( ) /1 1 6 1 1 61 2= − = (1) = 0 and   respectively. 
5- Note on the SU(n)-Toda field theory construction 
 The aim of this section is to set up some crucial ingredients towards building the q- 
deformed analogue of 2d su(n)-Toda like conformal field theory, using the previous analysis. The 
starting point consist in exploiting the correspondence which exist between the second 
Hamiltonian structure of integrable systems and the Virasoro conformal algebra which is the 
symmetry of 2d Liouville field theory. 
Consider then, the integrable q-KdV equation, discussed previously in Section 3 and which we 
can conveniently take as follows (see Eq(3.15)):  
'''
22
2
'
222
4
2
.
)1(
1
)
1
1
( u
q
qq
uu
q
qq
u
+
++
−
+
++
=      .                                          (5.1) 
Applying the Miura transformation (which connects the dynamical current u2 with the scalar field 
),( zzϕϕ ≡ ) to the q-deformed KdV Lax operator as follows: 
( ) ( )( )BAuL ++=+= ∂∂∂ 222           ,                          (5.2) 
where A and B are spin 1 fields, which are constrained to satisfy 



=+
−=
2
' uBAB
BqA
,                                                            (5.3) 
with )(' BB ∂= . A solution to this system is  



=
−=
∂ϕ
∂ϕ
qB
A
,     (5.4) 
which gives 
( ) )( 222 ∂ϕϕ∂ −= qu       .                                                   (5.5) 
This equation shows that u2  is a q-deformed spin two current, which behaves like the stress-
energy momentum tensor of 2d Liouville conformal field theory. An important point is to look 
for the lagrangian of this theory. Using standard knowledge on conformal Liouville field 
theory[5, 10], we can set by analogy  
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





+∂∂= ∫ )exp(
2
][ 2 ϕϕϕϕ b
b
zdS     (5.6) 
where the coefficient number b is shown to take the value  )1( qb +=  (See Appendix D). We 
show also that the equation of motion which emerge from this action is nothing but the q-
deformed 2d conformal Liouville equation given by  
)qq   ,     (eq -q 1)1( 02 ==−∂∂ + ϕϕ                                     (5.7) 
To obtain this equation, one must precise, as explicitly shown in Appendices C and D that the 
Euler-Lagrange equations, should be applied taking into account the previous analysis.. The q -
deformed form of the conserved current can be  written as 
T q q( ) ( )ϕ ∂ ϕ ∂ϕ≡ −2 2  ,                                         (5.8) 
whose conservation is assured by the equation of motion Eq(5.7) 
∂ ϕT( ) = 0                                                    (5.9) 
Note by the way that this conservation law combined with Eq(5.7) which fixes the q-coefficient 
number )1( qb +=  in the exponential Eq(5.6). Before closing this discussion; some remarks are 
in order. 
Note first that the action Eq(5.6) is conformally invariant and generalize naturally the su(2) 
standard Liouville theory . As already known from the standard studies; the coefficient number in 
the exponential Liouville potential is closely connected with the Cartan matrix of some simple 
Lie algebra. An important task is to look for the interpretation of the coefficient ( )q +1 , 
appearing in our exponential, from the Lie algebraic point of view. Remark that this number 
coincide in the classical limit case with the number 2 which is nothing but the Cartan matrix of 
the su(2) Lie algebra . 
However; the choice of our q-KdV Lax operator in Eq(5.2), shows already the existence of an 
su(2) symmetry; which can be recovered also from the Liouville action. Indeed; if we redefine 
the scalar field ϕ
 
to be  
ϕ
2
1+
=Φ q                 ,                                         (5.10) 
we can easily read the su(2) symmetry from the Liouville action. The latter becomes: 





 Φ
+
+Φ∂Φ∂=Φ ∫ )2exp(1
2
][ 2
q
zdS λ                          (5.11) 
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upon introducing a parameter λ namely  
2
2
1





 +
=
qλ                                                                    (5.12)
 
The q-deformed Liouville equation of motion becomes  
0)2exp()1( =Φ+−Φ∂∂ qq                           (5.13) 
We can also think to generalize the above q-deformed su(2)-Liouville field theory to the )(nsu  
conformal Toda field theory. We set for the moment 
S z qsu n Toda i
i
n
( ) ( ) exp( )= +






=
−
∑∫ ∂ ∂φ∂φ η α φ2
1
1
                 ,           (5.14) 
where φ α φ α=
=
−
∑ j j
j
n
jand
1
1
 are the simple root of the Lie algebra su(n) whose Cartan matrix is 
defined as  
K ij i j= α α                             ,                      (5.15) 
and where η( )q  is a function of the parameter q which can be easily fixed given the 
corresponding model in the generalized KdV hierarchy. More on this q-deformed Toda filed 
theory construction may be a subject of future works 
6- Conclusion 
 We tried in this work, to understand the behaviour of 2d non-linear integrable systems in 
the q-deformed case. For this reason, we started by generalizing some well-known results in the 
theory of formal pseudo-differential operators to the q-deformed case. The obtained results, are 
applied to build the q-analogues of the generalized integrable q-KdV hierarchies whose first 
leading orders are the q-KdV and q-Boussinesq systems. We derived the dynamical equations of 
these deformed integrable hierarchies, leading in fact to the standard ones, once the q-parameter 
is fixed to be one. We discussed previously, how transform in the deformed case; the currents 
uj(z) under a conformal transformation. The results obtained; showed a non trivial behaviour of 
these currents; which coincides naturally with the standard results upon setting q=1. We 
discussed also the primarity condition of these currents using the Volterra gauge group 
symmetry. In the last part of this work, devoted to the Toda field theory construction; we 
presented the q-analogue of the su(2) Liouville and su(n) Toda conformal field theories. Other 
algebraic properties are reported to appendices. 
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Appendix A 
Let f(z) be an arbitrary analytic function of conformal spin ∆f f= ~ . Using Eq(2.3) and iterative 
action of the q-deformed derivative we find 
∂ ∂f z q q q f f q fn f f n f n nf n( ) ( ..... ) '
~ ~
( )
~ ~
= + + + +
−
−1
1 2 1 1      ,                             (A.1) 
where n is a positive integer number. Setting q=1 one recovers, once again, the ordinary 
derivation rule, 
∂ ∂f z nf f fn n n( ) '= +−1  .                                                   (A.2) 
A special choice of f(z) in Eq(A.1) is given by f(z)=z with ~z =-1, we have . 
∂ ∂z q q q z q zn n n n n= + + + + +− −( .... )1 2 1 1                     ,                                (A.3) 
which reduces to Eq.(2.1) upon setting n=1. For negative integer numbers we find easily, 
∂ ∂f z q q q f f q fn f f nf n nf n− − − −= − + + + +( ) ( ..... ) '
~ ~ ~ ~
2 1         ,     (A.4) 
which becomes upon setting q=1, 
∂ ∂f z nf f fn n n− − − −= − +( ) ' 1  .    (A.5) 
As before, setting f(z)=z we obtain 
∂ ∂z q q q z q zn n n n n− − − −= − + + +( ...... )2 1    .                                                (A.6) 
Furthermore, we note that for half integer powers of f(z) we can obtain general formulas. The 
method to do this start from setting   
∂+=∂ − 2/12/1'2/1 )()( fqffqf βα           ,                           (A.7) 
where )( and )( qq βα are two arbitrary q-dependent functions that we can determine explicitly by 
the following trivial property 
)()(
2/12/1
fff ∂≡∂  .    (A.8) 
General formulas are given by: 
∂ ∂f z q q q
q
f f q f
n
f f nf
f
n n f n2 1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 1
2
2 1
2
2 1
2
1
1
+ − + +
=
+ + + +
+
+( )
( ....... )
( )
'
~ ~ ~
~
( )
~ ( )
   ,  (A.9) 
and 
∂ ∂f q q q q q
q
f f q f
n f f f
f n f
f
n
n f
n− +
+
− + + − +
=
− + + +
+
+
( )
~ ~
~
~ ( )
~
~
( )
( )
~ ( )
( ..... )
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'
2 1
2
2 2
3
2
2 1
2
2
2 3
2
2 1
2
2 1
2
1
  . (A.10) 
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These q-generalized results are important in discussing the q-deformed Lax evolution equations 
and the covariantisation of q-differential Lax operators.  
Before closing this appendix, note that the ring R R
k Z
k= ⊕
∈
 defined in Eq(2.2) is a commutative 
ring, which means that for each )(zuk and )(zul  belonging to R we have )()()()( zuzuzuzu kllk = . 
However, applying the q-Leibnitz rule Eq(2.3), one can easily show the existence of a non 
commutative structure in the space 
m
r s( , )Ξ of local and non local q-differential operators. Indeed, 
let f and g be two arbitrary functions of conformal spin 
~ ~f and g , with f g = g f , we have  
∂++=∂ + fgqfgqgfgf gff )~
~
('
~
')(  ,  (A.11) 
while 
∂++=∂ + gfqgfqfgfg gfg )~
~
('~')( ,   (A.12) 
 
which shows clearly that fggf )()( ∂≠∂  for ~ ~f g≠ . Note that this non commutativity property of 
f and g , with respect to the action of the q-derivative ∂q, arise naturally from Eq(2.3). Note also 
the important fact that when the function g  is, for example, the n-th power of the function f  
with n ∈R; one can set nfg =
 
which yields fng
~~
=  and then 
fggf )()( ∂=∂  ,   (A.13) 
with '' ffff nn = . One can then deduce that the two subspaces R and R
f g
~ ~ , of analytic functions 
f(z) and g(z) of conformal spin
~ ~f and g ,respectively, don’t commute under the action of the q-
derivative ∂q unless if there exist a relative integer ,Zn ∈  such that nfg = . 
 
Appendix B: q-deformed Boussinesq equation: 
Using the same technique developed for the q-deformed KdV system, we present in this appendix 
a q-generalization of the Boussinesq integrable hierarchy, for a review see A. Das in[1]. 
Let    
L u u3
3
2 3= + +∂ ∂      (B.1) 
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be the Lax operator associated with the q-Boussinesq hierarchy with u2 and u3 are two currents of 
conformal spin 2 and 3, respectively. Knowing that 3
33/1
3 )( LL =  and the fact that 
3/1
3L  is an object 
of conformal spin 1, we can set: 
L au bu cu du eu fu3
1 3
2
1
3 2
2
2 2
2
3
3
= + + − + − − +− − −∂ ∂ ∂ ∂( ) ( ) . . .' '' '  (B.2)  
where the coefficients edcba and,,,  are given explicitly by 
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so that  
( ) .L3
1 3
+ = ∂         (B.4) 
Identifying the r.h.s. and l.h.s. of the following equation 
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we obtain 
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which give the chiral wave equations for the Boussinesq hierarchy. 
Similarly, the identification: 
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with: 
2
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3 )1()( uqaL ++∂=+  ,    (B.8) 
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gives: 
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where βα  and  are two arbitrary functions of the parameter q which can be conveniently fixed in 
such way that α β= = −1  in the classical limit. 
Combining (B9.a) and (B9.c) we find : 
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Moreover, note that (B9.c) can be written as : 
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which imply by virtue of (B9.b) 
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Equation (B10) and (B12) give then the q- deformed Boussinesq equations. Setting q=1 we 
recover the classical Boussineq equation namely [A. Das, 1 ] 
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Next we will show how the q- deformed Boussinesq equation (B10, 12) can be cast into a simple 
form. Indeed using straightforward algebraic computations (B10, 12) become simply 
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where 
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For q=1 we recover the standard Boussinesq equation namely: 
( )u u u.. "" "2 2 222 12= +       (B.17) 
Appendix C: q-deformed exponential 
The exponential function )exp(z , is also shown to take a q-deformed form. Indeed, from Eq(2.7) 
we can extract the following prime derivative 
1
1
0
'
)()()(
−
−
=
∑=∂≡ n
n
i
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zqzz ,    (C.1) 
and write the exponential )exp(z as follows 
∑
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n q
n
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z      (C.2) 
where we define the q-deformed factorial numbers as follows 
)1...)....(1).(1.(1!][
212 ++++++= −− qqqqqqn nnq .   (C.3) 
With this definition, we see clearly, from Eq(C.1-2), that 
)exp()exp( zz ≡∂ .     (C.4) 
with the observation that 
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     (C.5) 
Note that one can generalize these definitions of the exponential for an arbitrary function )(zf  of 
conformal spin f
~
 by exploiting just the results established before.  
Appendix D: Variational principle and q-deformed Euler-Lagrange equations 
Consider the q-deformed Liouville action which we can write as 






+∂∂= ∫ )exp(
2
][ 2 ϕϕϕϕ b
b
zdS      (D.1) 
where a and b are q-dependent coefficients which can be determined using dimensional 
arguments and conservation of the induced conserved current. The variational principle applied to 
the q-Liouville action S reads as  
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where the lagrangian is given by )exp(
2 ϕϕϕ b
b
L +∂∂= with ( q∂=∂ )and where the variation 
 δ is required to satisfy [ ] 0, =∂ qδ  which means that ∂=∂ δδ . Using these remarks and the fact 
that (by virtue of Eq(2.3), 
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whre 





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 of dimension conformal  theis  
ϕ
L
x , we obtain the following q-deformed Euler-
Lagrange equation 
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for the q-Liouville lagrangian density )exp(
2 ϕϕϕ b
b
L +∂∂= . Performing simply algebraic 
computations, we find  
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from which we easily derive the following q-deformed Liouville equation of motion  
02 =∂∂− ϕϕ xb qe      (D.6) 
On the other hand, using dimensional arguments, we remark that 1=x  as the conformal 
dimension of the lagrangian is 2
~
=L . To determine the coefficient constant b we use the 
conservation of the q-deformed current Eq(5.8) namely  
22 )()( ϕϕϕ ∂−∂= qqT  .    (D.7) 
We have 
2)()()(0 ϕϕϕ ∂∂−∂∂∂=∂= qqT     (D.8) 
which fixes the value of the coefficient b namely )1( qb +=  with 0~ =ϕ  and 
ϕϕϕ ∂∂∂+=∂∂ )1()( 2 q      (D.9) 
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as shown in previous computations. Finally, we have 
)qq   ,     (eq -q 1)1( 02 ==−∂∂ + ϕϕ     (D.10) 
Setting q=1 one recovers the well known Liouville equation  e ϕϕ 22=∂∂ associated to the 
Liouville lagrangian )2exp( ϕϕϕ +∂∂=L . 
Appendix E:  q-deformed commutator and compatibility condition 
The use of the q -deformed commutator Eq(3.8)  instead of the usual one namely 
[ ] BLLBBL −=,  which is nothing but the q = 1  limit of Eq(3.8) imply a non trivial 
consideration of the Lax evolution equation Eq(3.2) in term of the two compatibility equations. 
To be more precise let us recall how these equations give rise to the standard evolution Lax 
equation ( for q =1) for arbitrary Lax pair BL   , . The compatibility equations are given by the 
following system of linear equations: 
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We have  
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which gives also 
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we have then 
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∂
=Ψ−=Ψ ,)(,   (E.4) 
In the q-deformed case, the situation is not trivial, since the commutator indispensable to ensure 
this compatibility is q-deformed. In fact let us consider for simplicity the q-differential Lax pairs 
+
+
+ = )( and 
2
12
122 2
n
n LHL  required to satisfy by analogy the Lax evolution equation Eq(3.2) 
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     (E.5) 
where the q-deformed commutator is defined in Eq(3.8). As suspected, performing simply 
algebraic computations, we obtain  
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[ ] ....)1(, 321222121 +∂−+−= qHLqLHLH q    (E.6a) 
[ ] ....)1(, 563262323 +∂−+−= qHLqLHLH q   (E.6b) 
[ ] ....)1(, 71052102525 +∂−+−= qHLqLHLH q   (E.6c) 
[ ]  ....)1(, 91472142727 +∂−+−= qHLqLHLH q   (E.6d) 
……. 
results which can be generalized for arbitrary order n of the q-KdV hierarchy as follows 
[ ] ....)1(, 32)12(2122)12(2212212 +∂−+−= ++++++ nnnnnqn qHLqLHLH   (E.6e) 
The terms ( ....)1( 32)12(2 +∂− ++ nnq ) in (E.6) are extra non linear q- differential operators 
proportional to )1( −q . These extra terms vanish in the standard limit 1=q  to give rise to the 
standard commutator (E.4) 
[ ] 122212212 , +++ −= nnqn HLLHLH      (E.7) 
The important remark at this level is that if the compatibility equations exist they must be highly 
non linear with a dependence in q as they should take into account the presence of the non linear 
extra terms in the q-deformed commutators (E.6). The possibility to write the two compatibility 
linear equations can emerge naturally as a 1=q  limit of the previous equations. 
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